We propose a uniform and genera! framework for defining and dealing with Voronoi Diagrams. In thia framework a Voronoi Diagram is a partition of a domain D induced by a finite number of real valued functions on D. Valuable insight can bs gained when one considers how these real valued functions partition D xR. With this view it turns out that the standard Euclidean Voronoi Diagram of point sets in R' along with ik order4 generalirations are intimately related to certain arrangements of hyperplanes. This fact can be uued to obtain new Voronoi Diagram algorithms. We a!so discuss how the formalism of arrangements can be used to solve certain intersection and union prob lems.
We propose a uniform and genera! framework for defining and dealing with Voronoi Diagrams. In thia framework a Voronoi Diagram is a partition of a domain D induced by a finite number of real valued functions on D. Valuable insight can bs gained when one considers how these real valued functions partition D xR. With this view it turns out that the standard Euclidean Voronoi Diagram of point sets in R' along with ik order4 generalirations are intimately related to certain arrangements of hyperplanes. This fact can be uued to obtain new Voronoi Diagram algorithms. We a!so discuss how the formalism of arrangements can be used to solve certain intersection and union prob lems.
I. Introduction Figure 1 .1 depicts a type of diagram that is known under such names as Dirichlet tesselation, Thiessen polygons, or aa we call it, Voronoi Diagram. The formation rule for such a diagram is simple. The location of a dnik number of "sites" is known. For each "site" s one wants to form the region of al! points for which a ia the nearest among the Anite set of "sites". If "nearest" is understood with respect to the Euclidean distance measure, then for each "site" its sssocisted region is polygonal.
In the context of computationa! geometry Voronoi Diagrams were first introduced in a paper by Hoey and Shsmos [Sh-H) The types of VoDa just mentioned are quik different and there is !ittk doubt that even more generaliiations will be investigakd in the future. However, instead of pursuing ever more diversification one can abo atkmpt unification and ask: What do al! these dillerent types of VoDs have in common? What constitutes a VoD in ik most general form? What are the underlying mathemat ica! concepts? Does one, tar instance, need the notion of a metric in order to degne VoDs?
In this paper we try to answer some of these questions. We offer a very genera! degnition of VoDs which shows that they can be defined naturl l!y on any domain D via a fmik set of real valued functions on D. Thus no notion of metric is needed. We show that higher order and higher degree VoDs can be obtained in a similar manner and demoaatrak how a!! these VoDa are related to the partition of the product rpace D XR induced by the dnik set 01 real valued functions on D . This view already proves useful when applied to the standard Euclidean VoD of point ak in R' . It turns out that this kind of VoD, along with ik higher order and higher degree versions, can be degned using a f!nik set of afline functions from R' to R. Consequently these diagrams are intimately related to arrangements of hyperplanes in R'+l, an insight which leads to new algorithms for Euclidean VoDs.
Section 2 of this paper deals with arrange menk, i.e. partitions of D XR induced b a finik number of real v&red hnctioru on D. In section 2 WC show how VoDs can be defined on any domain D vir finite nk of tesl valued functions. We demonstrak how VoDs UC related to rrrange&entr and we discuss a number of examples in wme detail. Section 4 deals with higher order and higher degree VoDs and their relationship to atrangements which turns out to be particularly attractive. Section 5 contains a short outline how the formalism of arrangementa can be used to solve cerkin inkrsection and union problems. In the last section we dib cum possible directions for further research.
II. Arr8ngements
In this section we consider the interactions among a finite number of real valued functions on an arbitrary domain D. The structure imposed on D XR by such a finite met of functions promises to be an interesting object of study, provided the domain D and and functions aa well u their interactions are restricted appropriately.
For instance, when D = R' and all t.he functions are afIine, the structure of D XR haa been studied to a fair extent a~ so-called hyperplsne arrangement (G?l), [C72) . Similarly, in a slight generalization, when D = R' and all functions are continuous and satisfy certain finite inkrsection axioms, the structure imposed on D XR has been studied M socalled atrsngement of pseudohyperplanes, and also in the context of oriented mrtroids pi].
In this section we do not intend to study the efiect 01 any other function or domain restriction. We rather want to give some general definition@ and results in order to provide a convenient framework to argue about Voronoi Diagrams, the main topic of this paper. Furthermore, let r!(g) denote the partition of E induced by the funetionr in /I applied to point I, i.e.
q(y) -<E-,EqE+> ) whet@ E--minus(l) , E" -zero(r) , and E+ I plus(l).
In a natural way ~1 dednm an equivalence relation on D xR, making two points 1 and L equivalent iff n!(g) -AI (2). We call the partition of DxR induced by fr/ an jr-rrrmgemcrt. We call each equivJence cla6r of an /r-arrangement 8 cell.
Each cell can be uniquely named by a partition < E-,E",E+ > of E:
Equivalently, a cell can be represenkd as an inkrwe tion:
C <C-CO.C+> -,pN k-n n lP n n f;e. s E 10 #ES+ Aa there art only a finik number of partitions of the index at E, the number of cells in u1 Isarrangement is finite and hence /r-arrangements cm be studied M combinatorial objects.
We cdl a cell C,,-s~,+., 8 lull cell iff E" -0. For an integer k, 0s k In, we call 8 full cell C <r-,,l+, fb k-belt cell iff IE-1 m &. We edl a cell C<r-SeI+> a k-level eel1 itI IE-I < k and IE-I + IEoj 1 k. Note that acell C<r-SeC+, is in IE"I different levels. Proof: To prove both (i) and (ii) it sufices to show that for every # -(z,r) E DXR there exists an r' ~Rsuch that s,((t,r))-n,((t,r')).
Let <&;E',E+> = n/( (z,r)). Because of the order-equivalence between 1~ and gr we know that for c-E E-,e+ E E+ and c ,e' E E' the relations v,.-(t) < u,(r) < o,+(t) and o,(t) -w(t) hold. Now let 1 =-mu{ g*(z) 1 e E E-UE'}, u -min{ g,(z) 1 c E E+ U E" }, and choose t' = fc I + u ). Such a choice of r' forces Ir,((z,r)) -n,( (r,r')). QED.
In the remainder of this section we consider two important classes of arrangements. Let the domain D be R' for some dl1. For c E E let /, be an ofline lunction given by /s(z) = <a,,+>+ h, where a, E R' , b, E R, and < *; > denotes the usual scalar product between vectors. The surface /,' of such an aCne function is usually called a ("non-vertical") hgpcrplanc in R' XR = R'+'. The upper and lower hemispaces /,+ and I; are in this case usually referred to ae upper and lower (open) halfspaces. The /r-arrangement of R'+' ia usually called an srrangcmcrt 01 lypedanel, and ie, aa mentioned in the beginning of this section, a fairly well studied mathematical object [C72~, [Zl. Every cell C<r-for+> in an arrangement of hyperplsnes is the i&rsection of a finite number of h&paces and hyperplanes and hence a polgAe hon. In the literature of hyperplane arranpments one usually considers the topological closure c n , E~+(~~+uC7 n n IP.
# E E0
%r-SW > is usually called a / uee of the arrangement. Faces are rssigned a dimension, namely the dimension of the smallest flat containing the face. It is known that the number of faces in an arrangement of a hyperplanes in R'+' is O(n'+').
More specifically, let e,(r,n) denote the maximum possible number of faces of dimension i in an arrangement of n hyperplanes in R'.
Fact 2.1: 121
The algorithmic problem of identifying all cells of an arrangement of hyperplanes has been solved completely in [EOS] .
Fact 2.2: FOS]
A combinatorial description of all the faces 01 an arrangement of a hyperplanes in R'+l ean be constructed in time and space O(r'+'), which is asymptotically worst case optimal.
This description consists in essence of a directed graph representing the lattice formed by the faces under at inclusion. By increasing the space and time requirement by a constant factor this description can be extended such that for each face L-,,,+ > its level or belt number can be determined in constant time and the indox sets E; E", or E+ can be listed in time proportional to their respective sire. This is worst crure optimrl for odd 1 xnd 1 -2.
Much less is known about complexity bound6 for constructing 611 k-level face6 lor rrbitmry k .
Fact 2.5: p] All k-level faces of sn arrangement of n planer in R' can be found in time 0( fi lop f6 (6,3) ).
This conclude6 our elaboration on the flirt clra of example6 ot /c-arrangements.
Our second cl666 of example6 deal6 with pxrlr boloidr. kt yain the domrin D of the function6 be R', d 11. Let A be a 1 X d symmetric rerl matrix. For c E E let 0, be a quadratic function of the form
where p, E R' , xnd r, E R. The rmrf6ce g,O is udually called a prrrbdd and we thur exll such 061 arrangement in R'+' a prtrbdaid rurmgt meat.
To our knowledge paraboloid 6rr6ngementa per 6e have not been studied in the literrture. However, 66 the following importA lemma rhows, there i6 really no need to do 6o.
Lomm8 2.2:
For c g E let g, be quadratic functions defined by
p, E R' md t, E R.
For e g E let 1, be &ne function6 defined by
The collection of functions /x md 06 art orderequiv8lent.
Proof:
We have to show that for every s E R' xnd any
However, it can be checked euily that in our case even (PTAP, + t, I-(P,'AP, + t,) + 2bJ-P# IrAt holdr.
Q.E.D.
Lemmu 2.1 urd 2.2 imply that the p6r* boloid arrangement and the hyperplane urang+ ment generated by g6 urd Is, rsspectivtly, are combin6torixlly indiitinguishrble with respect to their cell structure. A6 6 matter of fact, the even rtronger rehtion holdr that every cell in the hyperplane arrangement ir the homemnorphie imye of the correllponding cell in the punboloid urragement under the diierentiable and invertibk mapping FA of R'+' onto ibelt de&red by where 6 E R' 6nd I E R.
In other aorb, FA "warpd R'+& in rueh a way that all pu6boloid6 generated by the matrix A 6re flrttened out into hyperplmer, but all interwection patterns xre preserved. Thus all the redto rkted above about hyperplrne arrangement6 apply to paraboloid rrruyemenb Y well. Applying Theorem 3.1 to the cases of collections of rfflne functions or collections of quadratic functions on R' and using the algorithmic facts stated in section 2 we obtain the lollowing important unifying algorithmic result. This is optimal for odd 1 and for 1 -2.
EC eorem 3.1 nnd Corollary 3.1 it suffices to construct the l-level cells in an arrangement of hyperplanes in R'+l, which em be done in the given time bounds by Fact 2.4. Q.E.D. Earlier we argued that VOD(/g) is the traditional Euclidean Voronoi Diagram of the points p,. As the distance function is non-negative, the collection gx is order-equivalent to Ix, and hence VOD( or) is the traditional Euclidean Voronoi Diagram as well.
Note 3.1:
The ordinary Euclidean VoD is of such importance that it seems worthwhile to spell out again the geometric intuition that is hidden behind the formalism.
For each c E E the function g, describes a paraboloid of rotation g,O in Ra which is tangent to the rr-spplsne at point p,, has ita axis parallel to the z-axis, and "opens upward" towards t -+ co. Imagine the set { gp 1 c E E } of paraboloids in R* penetrating each other. Furthermore, imagine each paraboloid to be opaque and having a unique colour. Finally, imagine an observer standing at Since the mapping F, leaves the z and y coordinates invariant, and since it also does not change the difference in z-coordinate of points with identical 2,tseoordinates, nothing changes for the observer at z --00. He still eeee the same coloured tiling of the plane.
The point is, however, that F, maps every paraboloid 9," to the plane /p, where
Thus what the observer at z --00 sees, is the projection onto the s+splane of the boundary of the polyhedron P formed by the intersection of the lower halfspaces { /,+ 1 c E E }. Algorithmically, of course, this means that in order to construct the VoD it sullices to construct the polyhedron P. An a matter of fact, if one analyzes Hay and Shames' Voronoi Diagram algorithm, it is indeed a disguised halfspace intersection algorithm, namely a dual version of Preparata and Hong's convex hull algorithm l-lFinally, we want to point out that the planes /p are not arbitrary planes in R*, but each f,s is the tangent plane to the "upside down" paraboloid of rotation go -{ (sr,ts,t) 12 I-srs-rs*} at point p,' which has the same x1 and 2s coordinates as p, but has r-coordinate -<p, ,pI >. Let P' be the convex hull of X. Then the closest point Delaunay triangulation of the planar point set { p, 1 e E E } is exactly the projection of the faces of P' which are "on top of" P', i.e., which could be seen by an observer at z = + 00 looking in the negative z-direction. Similarly, the furthest point Delaunay triangulation is exactly the projection of the faces of P' which are "underneath", i.e. the faces visible to an observer at z --00. The VoD deflned by the collection 0s of such funo tions WM first discussed in the conkxt of computational geometry in b] where it is called "power diagram", and in m where it is called Voronoi Diagram in the Laguerre geomttry. Apparently, it is also known as a Dirichlet cell complex PI. Note 3.3:
We wurt to point out tlmt VoDx Y defined in ex8mpk 5.g modal 8 mmingly n8tud growth proceaa Im8gine 8 wt of non~ovcrl8pping circulu eelk C, in the plme, ah incrtrsing with time in such a way th8t the growth r8k of itr r8diur ie inversely proportional to ik diunckr. Whenever two cells come into contact, they ceyc to grow in the directions in which ovcrl8p would occur. The eventual rh8pe of each cell of xuch 8 growth system is given by 8 VoD 8x in Ex8mpk g.3, where the colkction gl con&& of 8 function 0, for erth cell C,, where p, is the center or 0,) 8nd :, ia the time when it stcukd growing, i.e., the Iti time when ik r8diue would hrve been sero. This em easily be seen 8a lollowr the growth rrk of e8ch cell C, definer 8 red valued function 0, klling for cwb point in the plane 8t wh8t time it would be covered by C, il it grew uninhibitedly. For erch point in the plane one W8nk to know which cell(s) overgrow it first. Thus the Voronoi Diyrua of the functions in #r ir indeed the desired object. Now it reuminr to rhow thrt the functiona g, h8vr the form given in exunpk 2.2.
We want the rrdiur of UI uninhibikd circu- The Aution to thb l qu8tion k given by r(t) -m, or r(t)* a ) -r,. Exprewing ths r8diua r(t) in krmr of Cuksiiur coordinrtex yields t -(t-P,)rf(x-p,) t r,.
EX8InPle 3.4:
For e E E kt p, again bo l point in the plane, and kt 1 be 8 2x2 dixgon8l mrtrix with entrkx I md -1.
Let gg be the eolkction of fupctiow g,, with
I,(8) 6 (a -P,)'Jb -Pa)* where R,(r) -( e E E I /,(a)= i";'v,(x) }.
Obviously, there UC w8ys of gen&liring thii definition by replacing the equivalence nlrtion ~1 by 8nother one which is not brwd on the minimum of the function v8luu, but tether on the &-th xm8l-Ieat. With this in mind we give the blbwing definition of 8 &-minimum: hit E be 8n index set, urd for iEE let a,ER.
For an inkger &, k;$n s, is then ddflncd to be the krrt real number t such that t, s t for & ekmcntr i of E.
We GUI now generrlirc the m8pping RI of lcction 3 in two interesting w8yr It should be clear thrt both order-l-VOD(~r) and degree-l-VOD(/r) ve, the 8zune x8 VOD(/r): In the" &&in' i&.(iie. /i 'is eho&n MI in Exti-8 pie 8.. .he &&&.
Voionoi 'Dfwrm pMitionb the pla&y & ~'%&re8~ ne&hbori iher& tlid order$";:y&onoi 'Diagrsti @&titionr $8 plane by', the A 'niattit neighbors. ' ' .". ; Both the order-& and 'the de&-i 'Voronoi Diag&n 'abpear to be fairly natural generalixrtionr of the ordinary VoD. !3o it is somewh?t rurpriaing thrt WeptYoor' ibhort timlrrk lir [C-Y) 10 W only the order-& VoD ha8 been considered in the computational geometry literature , [D] , pha].' The main re88on for thir appear8 to be the fact that in the Euclidean cuw order-L V-regionr are dray8 convex and connected, whereae degree-k Vregions generally consist of 8everal convex components.
A8 in the CMW of VOD(lr ), and perhaps even more 8o,, it turn8 out to be beneficirl to view degrek-VOD(/g) and order-&-VOD(lr) Y derived from the /~-arrangement in D XR. TO thir end we have the following theorems. We 8tfrb rimilsr theorem8 for the order-) Voronoi Diagram. The proof8 follow directiy from tha definition and UC omitted. Using the theorem8 and corolla&~ of thie section doly tith the fat8 rtsted in rection 2 we obtain the following algorithmic resulta This is worst ebw optimal.
Proof: By the preceding naultr it mace8 to construct 8lI cell8 in the I#-urangement.
By Fact 2.2 (and in ~888 of the quadratic functions beclrusc of Lemma 2.2) &ii can b8 done optimally in tho given time and space bound.
The re8der may 8g8in conrult the exunpl88 in section 2 to me that thii r&It coven a rather gonerd ckeo of Voronoi Diyunq 8mong them, of couwe, the ordinary Euclidean VoD of point atr. Our result rhould rba be contorted with the O(aq algorithm propoad in p] to con&uct alI Euclidean order-) Void ol l planar point set. The optimality claim made there clearly hu to be taken with l piIt Or Sdt.
Finally there remain8 the queetion al how to coaatruet ring!8 order-k or degree-) VoD8 C0r 8ffiie or qu8drrtic htbn collectionr. A8 8 connquence of the main theorem8 in thii eection thin b equivalent to constructing a!! )-level or h-belt cells in an Ix-arrangement. Thus the time bounds stated in Fact 2.5 apply. However, they appear to be rather weak and we cannot make any claims about optimality.
V. Intersoctien Problems
In this section we want to show briefly how an Is-arrangement can be a useful too! for solving certain inkrseetion or union problems for finite sets of objects. Nob that using de Morgan's laws, union can be reduced to intersection. We therefore restrict ourselves to intersection problems. At first we describe our method abstractly, later we apply it to solve intersection problems for finite sets of discs and, more generally, flnik sets of similar conic seetions in R' . This means one can construct n B, by Brat construtting the "top" full cell C<xcn, of the Ixarrangement and then inkrsecting ihis cell with the "base plane" { (x,0) 1 s E D }.
As an example consider the problem of constructing the intersection of a finite eet of open dies in the Euclidean plane Rs, where each disc B, has center e, E R* and radius r, >O. This method of constructing the intersection of discs is very closely related to the one proposed by Brown PO]. He uses spheres and spherica! inversion to reduce the problem to one of intersect ing halfspates, whereas we, if one analyzes our method in detail, use paraboloids and the "warp.
ing" function F, given at the end of section 2.
We briedy want to mention some more general applications of our method of using the /Iarrangement form&m to solve intersection prob The machinery of /r-arrangementa can also be used to mlve inkrrection problemr of the form "find al! t that lie in exaetty A regions B,." Finding such a set reduces to the probbm of inkreect iqg the b-belt cells of an Ix-arrangement with the "base plane". Siiilarly, the boundary of the met ol all s that lie in at lead & regiona B, cm be COP rtruckd via inkrsecting the )-level ce!!a with the "base plane". We have the detaib to the reader.
VI. Conclusion8
The initial ased for the ideas in tbu paper was the obanation that Voronoi Diagrama ol point mtr in the plane are related to 8=dimen&nal polyhedra whose facets are tangent to a common paraboloid. We discovered thb whib aerutiniring K.Q. Brown% use of rphcriea! inversion to m!ak Voronoi Diagrams in the plane with 2-dimensional polytopes whose vertices all Iii on a eommon sphere 
